PROVISIONAL PROGRAM

8.30 – 8.45: Welcome of the participants

8.45 – 9.00: Round-table introduction

9.00 – 11.00: Coordinator’s and WP leaders’ report on the implementation of the work packages
- Short presentation of the main research objectives of the network (10 mn) – Kim Page-Jones

- WP2: progress on scientific project: “Histories, Interactions and Transfers of European Models of Sociability in the Long Eighteenth-century” (30 mn)
  Valérie Capdeville & Alain Kerhervé: conferences, talks, workshops, exhibitions, publication projects, podcasts & deliverables
  10 slides max. showing: (1) WP objectives, (2) events & success achieved, (3) forthcoming projects (2020 / 2021), (4) link with deliverables, (5) link with secondments

- WP3: progress on the DIGIT.E.N.S encyclopedia platform (30 mn)
  Annick Cossic, Jean-Philippe Moreux & Xavier-Laurent Salvador: presentation of the platform, the progress done on the development of mapping digital tools and the work achieved during the secondments.
  10 slides max. showing: (1) WP objectives, (2) success achieved, (3) forthcoming goals (entries for 2020 / 2021), (4) link with deliverables & milestones, (5) link with secondments

- WP4: communication activities and events (30 mn)
  Kim Page-Jones, Katy Mair, Isabelle Breuil and Isabelle Le Pape: presentation of DIGITENS podcasts, teaser of project, activities developed for the Fête de la Science and collaborative projects (BnF, TNA, UBO, MCJ) for la Nuit des Chercheurs, Fête de la Science and exhibition projects (BnF & MCJ)

- Questions and discussions (20 mn)
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11.15 – 12.30: Management of the project

- Presentation of budget and financial aspects (40 mn) - Elena Fily

- Issues related to the management & implementation of the project (20 mn): Kim Page-Jones: Secondment plans for 2019 & 2020, deviation from plan, risks mitigation, financial issues...

- Data management, dissemination of results, publications and open access data (15 mn) - Valérie Capdeville, Alain Kerhervé & Thierry Rentet

LUNCH BREAK 12.30 – 14.00

14.00 – 15.45: Training, Transfer of Knowledge & Networking

- Kim Page-Jones: General presentation of DIGITENS members, nb of ER, ESR and admin. staff, gender issues, evolution of participants during project ... (5 to 10 minutes)

- Case studies to highlight knowledge acquisition, training activities, new soft skills acquisition, career development opportunities, development of long-term collaborations – 10 to 15 mn presentation

(1) Pierre Labrune (PhD Sorbonne student): secondment at McGill + organisation of Sorbonne seminar (impact of networking)
(2) Katy Mair (TNA), Alain Kerhervé (UBO), Isabelle Le Pape (BnF): Epistolary friendships project
(3) Mark Philp (WAR) & Corinne Le Bitouzé (BnF): BnF caricatures on eighteenth-century Britain
(4) Annick Lemoine (MCJ): impact of DIGITENS secondments for MCJ
(5) Mascha Hansen (UG): research project at TNA
(6) Nawel Kahouaji (UBO postgrad. student): secondment at TNA
(7) Jean-Philippe Moreux (BnF), Isabelle Breuil (BnF) & Mark Bell (TNA) : Wallpaper collection project
(8) Jakub Lipski (KWU) : research project at MCG & Montreal conference

COFFEE-BREAK 15.45 – 16.15

16.15 – 17.15: Meeting between seconded staff members and the REA Representative - 60 minutes

This meeting is intended to allow the staff members in a group (or bilaterally) to discuss with the REA Representative possible critical issues about their experiences within the RISE network in a more restricted setting. The team leaders do not participate in this meeting.
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17.30 – 18.30: Open discussion - 60 minutes

This discussion will conclude the meeting by summarising the output of the network so far and recommendations for the continuation of the project.